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Abstract
This paper examines a play (Sarah Kane’s Cleansed) and two films (Marc Schölermann’s Pathology and Alex
Garland’s Ex Machina) to assess the fallibility of their God-figures. The God-characters’ downfall originates in
behaviours that appear both moralized in Christian vein and pathologized in nineteenth-century psychiatric
terms: addiction to power is aided by, or alternatively disguised as, substance addictions and/or inordinate
sexuality. However different in medium and topic, the three (unrelated) dystopian works betray a concern
with moral righteousness strictly circumscribed by the heteronormative and pleasure-prohibitive JudaeoChristian regime which undergirds the modern scientific outlook. Through their overt, consistent dramatization
of religious-moral imperatives, all three works explore contemporary fears of and responses to sexual
gratification and generally self-indulgence. Our close reading of intertextual echoes in the three works resorts
to Michel Foucault’s work on sexuality, alongside recent medical definitions of social pathology. We suggest
that at a deeper level the works vent anxieties about the duplicity of the human psyche as the hinge between
a normative society (figured as a punishing God) and deeply personal drives and pleasures (deemed sinful).
Keywords: addictions; Christian-cum-bourgeois moralization; punishment; God-figure; Cleansed (Sarah Kane);
Pathology (Marc Schölermann); Ex Machina (Alex Garland)

Introduction
Ex Machina (2014), Alex Garland’s debut film, remediates1 in the cinematic medium and in
contemporary artificial intelligence (AI) key Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein conjoined with the Genesis
story of Creation, Temptation, Fall and Expulsion. Nathan, the brilliant creator of AI androids, wishes
his latest model’s “human” consciousness tested.2 The one invited to apply a modified Turing test,
Caleb, a promising employee, prophesies enthusiastically that a successful result will write “the
history of gods” (Ex Machina 00:11:13–15). Nevertheless, that history will never be written: the
female android outsmarts (and overpowers) the two bright men. More tellingly still, she (sic)
questions any human’s self-appointed right to extinguish life—a mythical right, Yahweh’s in the
Bible, appropriated historically by tyrants as the power of life and death over their subjects. Despite
this momentous feminist challenge,3 Garland’s film cannot escape the narrow moral circle it entered
1

Through remediation, “the representation of one medium in another” (Bolter and Grusin 45), each new
medium challenges the work of its predecessors in terms of both representational accuracy (5–15, 65) and
reformed political agenda (61–6), and thus becomes a hybrid that incorporates new devices alongside their
emerging social and cultural functions (66).
2
Space does not permit us to examine Garland’s film’s affinities with Ridley Scott’s Blade Runner (1982), e.g.,
their shared concern with testing the humanity of non-humans (and humans) by applying the Turing test
(unnamed in Scott’s film).
3
See Henke (127) on the feminist controversy over Garland’s film.
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by choosing Genesis 1–3 as the canvas for its story. Ex Machina depicts Nathan as a fallible
megalomaniac, a God with feet of clay, whose downfall owes not to technological ineptitude, but to
the Christian-cum-bourgeois moralization and punishment of self-gratification, pictured as alcoholaddiction and debauchery.
A similar feet-of-clay God features in Sarah Kane’s play Cleansed (1998) in the person of Tinker
and, if multiplied, in Marc Schölermann’s Pathology (2008), a film that superimposes social
pathology on pathology-related medical procedures. Tinker’s failure to be a convincing omnipotent
God-figure owes to his pathetic sexuality, in a play where sexuality (alongside drug-addiction) is the
target for punitive correction. Schölermann’s doctors’ failure to be convincing science-driven Godfigures owes equally to their murderous medical acts and personal weaknesses (alcohol- and drugaddiction and perverse sexuality), in a film whose victims die precisely for (viz., to “expiate”) alleged
addictions and sexual abuse.
This paper focuses on the conditions which produce the downfall of the figures of power in
Cleansed and Pathology against the test case of Ex Machina. By overtly remediating the biblical Fall
myth in the AI age, Ex Machina lays the groundwork for understanding the Christian moralization of
addictions in the modern world as depicted in Cleansed and Pathology. Though completely
unrelated, the three dystopian works ascribe the fallibility of their God-figures to self-gratification.
Their morally unacceptable behaviour, however, is further incriminated medically, i.e., pathologized
in nineteenth-century psychiatric terms.
Foucault has unravelled, in his History of Sexuality 1, the discursive making and moralization of
sex in both Christianity and medicine in connection with larger politico-economic interests (esp. 23–
35, 121–59). On the one hand, amongst the sexual acts which the Hebrew Bible strictly prohibits
(NRSV, Lev 18.1–30) and harshly penalizes (Lev 20.10–22) are incest (Lev 18.6–10) and same-sex
relations (Lev 18.22); early Christian writers follow suit (Rom 1.27, same-sex relations). Meted with
opprobrium—as an abomination (Lev. 20.13, homosexuality) blameable on “a reprobate mind” (Rom
1.28)—the two sexual crimes sentenced both parties to death. On the other hand, in modern secular
societies heteronormativity as “the hegemonic discursive and nondiscursive normative idealization
of heterosexuality” (Hird 27) has played a crucial role in establishing and maintaining sex
complementarity, legitimated through the religious and scientific discourse of “nature” (23, 27, 144).
Quite tellingly, the late eighteenth- and nineteenth-century medicalization of perverse sexuality
(Foucault, History of Sexuality 1 ch. 2) re-elaborated in explicit medical—i.e., pathological—terms
what the Christian pastoral had deemed the vice against nature4 (and doomed to hell). Nineteenthcentury science was largely subordinated to morality, whose imperatives it transcoded to medical
norm (Foucault 53; 117–19)—hence the psychiatrists’ categories of “immoral behavior” or
“aberrations of the genetic sense” (Foucault 64)—in a bid “to ensure the physical vigor and the
moral cleanliness of the social body” (Foucault 54). Unfortunately, science’s eugenic promise “to
eliminate defective individuals, degenerate and bastardized populations” actually “justified the
racisms of the state” (Foucault 54).5 Furthermore, the religious and medical interest in sexuality and
sexual acts has conceivably rendered this private act most public—and perhaps most legislated
about—of all.

4

Although identified only obliquely as the “unnamed vice” or “sin against nature,” perverted sexuality
included any form of sexual intercourse not performed within the wedlock, for procreation (rather than
pleasure) and in the “missionary” position. All three conditions had to be met simultaneously for sexuality in
general to be deemed acceptable rather than sinful.
5
See also Foucault’s History of Madness (Pt. I, ch. 3, esp. 87–91; Pt. III, ch. 4, esp. 494–7) on the “great
confinement” and the correction of vice in the asylum, and Essential Works 1 (141–62) on law, sex, sexuality
and sexual choice.
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Ex Machina: The God-Figure Incriminated
In Ex Machina, Nathan Bateman (Oscar Isaac) has devised an AI android whose “human
consciousness” he wishes tested by one of his programmers at Blue Books, Nathan’s Internet search
engine. Nathan has therefore invited to his estate Caleb Smith (Domhnall Gleeson) to apply a
variation of the Turing test on the female-looking android Ava (Alicia Vikander) for one week; each
of the six interview sessions will be followed by a feedback session with Nathan. The Genesisinspired symbolism of the six plus one days becomes gradually transparent. Like in Genesis, Nathan6
is the creator of an artificial paradise7 where he “plants” (ungrateful) creatures who refuse to obey
him blindly: seduced by Ava,8 Caleb promises to help her to escape. Eventually, Ava—aided by Kyoko
(an earlier female android model)—fights with Nathan and deals him the coup de grâce. With Caleb
locked in, she can flee (rather than being expulsed) from “paradise” to roam the streets of New York.
Thus, the God-punishment—death striking violently—on the God-figure (Nathan) comes literally ex
machina, from an AI machine, if with no Deus affixed to it; nonetheless, this “machine” shares in her
Maker’s power of life and death and thus becomes a Dea herself. Eutopia reveals itself as fullfledged dystopia, and Nathan’s AI project fails to inscribe “the history of gods.” 9 Is Nathan,
therefore, an impotent god?
In this AI remediation of the Judaeo-Christian myth of creation, Caleb is the serpent invited into
the Garden of Eden to try and test Nathan’s creature (Gen 3.1–5). Unlike his biblical namesake (Num
13–14), Garland’s Caleb is not faithful to the film’s surrogate God. He “espies,” as requested, on the
“enemy”—by testing the android—to assess the opportunity of seizing the (self-) promised land of
AI, yet he develops an interest of his own in Ava and becomes a proto-Adam.10 Interestingly, though,
Caleb can cheat Nathan out of the latter’s AI empire due to the maverick’s alcoholic inclination. A
health-conscious modern man (Ex Machina 00:05:11–00:05:55, 00:24:22–00:25:43, 01:16:59–
01:17:03), Nathan nevertheless drinks beer11 galore (00:21:50–00:23:36, 00:58:46–01:00:08), but
especially regularly (00:15:28–00:15:50). Exercising actually compensates—in biomedical terms of
body toning, not in penitential terms—for drinking (00:06:16–00:06:27) and, we infer, for having sex
(00:55:32–00:56:20). Alcohol boosts Nathan’s sexual appetite: Kyoko has to respond to his (thinly
disguised sexual) urges after beer-drinking and dancing (00:57:29–00:59:24). Unsurprisingly, Caleb
induces Nathan’s drunkenness (01:04:15–01:09:06) to pry into his computer, whence he learns the
dark history of Nathan’s female android series (01:09:38–01:10:51). When, before the final feedback
session, Caleb invites Nathan to join him for a drink, professedly to celebrate their experience, yet
6

His biblical namesake is a prophet and a trusted adviser to King David, to whom he communicates God’s will
(2 Sam 7.2–17, 2 Sam 12.1–15), i.e., the very opposite of Garland’s character.
7
Nathan’s recluse mountain estate is a research facility which blends as much as it separates paradisiacal
nature, as shown already in the film’s first shots (Ex Machina 00:01:40–00:03:34), and technological culture
(00:03:40–00:04:34, 00:07:22–00:08:50, 00:11:19–00:13:00), which upgrades Victor Frankenstein’s laboratory.
8
It is dually engineered: by Nathan through the heterosexual programming of an android with alluring female
body parts—breasts, buttocks/abdomen and baby face—grafted on exposed circuitry, and by Ava through a
masquerade of vulnerable femininity. Nathan, however, couches her flirtation implicitly in terms of
Shakespeare’s Miranda–Ferdinand encounter (Ex Machina 00:50:20–00:50:30).
9
“If you’ve created a conscious machine, that’s not the history of men, that’s the history of gods!” (Ex Machina
00:11:09–15). Or in Nathan’s warped quote, despite Caleb’s protestations: “if I’ve invented a machine with
consciousness, I’m not a man, I’m a god . . . I turned to Caleb and he looked up at me and he said, ‘You’re not a
man, you’re a God’” (00:15:29–00:15:49). History is an exchange between men (in the narrow biological
sense)—on behalf of all humankind—and megalomaniac individuals.
10
Garland’s Caleb merges several biblical characters and Nathaniel, the protagonist of Hoffmann’s “The
Sandman,” who falls in love with the automaton Olympia.
11
Nathan offers wine for dinner during feedback session two, and drinking it seemingly boosts his
aggressiveness towards Kyoko for having spilt wine on Caleb. Although Nathan drinks only two glasses, his
hand’s leaning on the glass during the conversation can give the impression of addiction (Ex Machina
00:32:50–00:35:32).
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seemingly to start his secret escape plan, a now sober, contrite Nathan refuses to drink. Whilst
confessing “I’ve been overdoing it recently” (01:18:50–01:18:54), Nathan gloats silently that he has
pre-empted Caleb’s plans. Hardly.12
Why should Ava wish to escape? Is her human/female consciousness so genuine as to prompt the
android to refuse her confinement? Confessedly unaware of the Turing test in progress (Ex Machina
00:52:15–00:52:38), Ava nonetheless intuits—before Caleb learns from Nathan about (01:04:52–
01:05:59)—her pending destruction and replacement with another android model, should she fail
the Turing test (01:02:48–01:03:10). Indeed, Caleb discovers the early androids stored in Nathan’s
bedroom—metaphorically the skeletons in the closet (01:11:02–01:11:42). Not only Nathan’s—or
any other human being’s—power of life and death over androids does Ava contest (01:03:10–
01:03:21), though. Yet another abuse—sexual— triggers her and Kyoko’s resentment and retaliation.
With her AI “turned off,” Kyoko has become a maidservant (00:23:50–00:24:16, 00:32:00–00:32:47,
00:45:57–00:48:32) and sexual-service provider (00:52:28–00:52:34) to Nathan—or Caleb (00:57:55–
00:58:06).13 Nathan has equipped his exclusively female androids with genitalia for his, and by
condescending permission, Caleb’s sexual gratification (00:46:00–00:48:30).14 The film’s human–
machine “heterosexual” intercourse challenges the hetero-normative regime; nevertheless, it also
replicates the regime’s man-in-control-of-disempowered-woman logic.
A dystopian allegory which dramatizes, like Aldous Huxley’s Brave New World, modern fears of
the ills of godless manipulation of technology, Ex Machina, moreover, moralizes the ills of
addictions—to alcohol, but also to power. Its God-figure, whose (biblical) name rhymes with Satan,
the fallen Lucifer, prides hubristically in his technologically buttressed power, omniscience and
superiority. Nathan’s pride—aided by alcoholism—causes his downfall; perverse heterosexuality his
death. (Retaliation qua insubordination also causes Kyoko’s/the woman’s death.) Yet, pride, lust,
and gluttony (which included alcohol intake) ranked amongst the seven capital sins in medieval
hamartiology.15 Ex Machina follows both the Christian logic of retributive thinking—which makes sin
or crime punishable physically (Gorringe 7)—and, unawares, the modern reinterpretation of
medieval views of vice as “differentiated articulations of . . . discrete forms of an interrupted
actualization of socially accepted forms of desire” (Newhauser 6).
Though biblically inflected, Ex Machina’s concern with punishing Nathan also owes to
contemporary concerns, whether religious or medical, with power- and self-abuse. Whether
plaguing individuals in tandem or separately, pride, lust and gluttony—remediated respectively as
the will to (totalitarian) power, perverted sexuality (vis-à-vis the heteronormative regime) and drugand/or alcohol-addiction—also undergird the downfall of most characters in Kane’s Cleansed and
Schölermann’s Pathology.
Cleansed: The God-Figure Uncovered
Sarah Kane’s play,16 we submit, erects its edifice of sin and punishment through allusions to
Hieronymus Bosch’s triptych The Garden of Earthly Delights (1490–1500). Cleansed portrays sin as
12

During the power cut of session six Caleb instructs Ava how to co-operate in their escape after he gets
Nathan “blind drunk” (Ex Machina 01:16:33–01:16:35), yet he has already reprogrammed the door lockdown,
a pre-emptive move, for power cuts do not actually stop the recording.
13
The same happens with the androids—male and female—slaving away for humankind in the TV series
Humans: a code key activates female androids (hetero)sexually. Thus, Ex Machina and Humans remediate the
story of Pygmalion and Galatea, the patriarchal Ur-text of (re)constructing women as men’s sex toys and
maidservants.
14
“Sexuality is fun” (Ex Machina 00:46:30–00:46:33), Nathan teaches Caleb, yet without mentioning whose.
Nathan utters the line during the android genital anatomy lesson. Throughout the scene, Nathan drinks beer,
or rather holds the bottle in his hand.
15
See Cook on the Christian construal of alcohol-addiction as a vice.
16
Cleansed premiered at the Royal Court Theatre, Downstairs, London in 1998.
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drug-consumption (Graham) and criminalized sexual drives or practices: same-sex (between Carl and
Rod), incestuous (between the siblings Grace and Graham) or quasi-adulterous love (Robin’s
unconsummated flame for Grace) and masturbation (Tinker). Bosch’s inner-face central panel
features the earthly paradise of the senses, as artificial as Nathan’s in Ex Machina, awash with sin,
from sexual delights (excessive sexual gratification; homosexuality; miscegenation17) to gluttony. In
Bosch, the right panel’s “musical hell” depicts sin (viz., the sinners’) punishment. Sin is sorely
punished in Kane, too. The opening stage direction18 of Scene 1—and thus the opening of the play—
specifies the setting: “Just inside the perimeter fence of a university” (Kane 1). Considering the
activities unfolding within this circumscribed space (like Bosch’s garden), the play’s university
“resembles more a psychiatric institution annex of a concentration camp” (de Vos 124) and modern
purgatory (or perhaps hell) than a campus. Unsurprisingly, the events echo the etymological burden
of university, from universitas: “the whole taken together, the entirety,” hence also “the universe” as
“the sum of all things” (OLD, s.v. “ūniuersitās,” sense 1): a “homogenous whole” (“ūniuersus,” sense
4).
Kane’s university/universe abhors, exposes and ruthlessly punishes vice—any disruption of
legislated homogeneity. In Scene 1, Graham requests an overdose of “smack” (Kane 1, s.d.), which
Tinker—“a dealer not a doctor” (Kane 1)—injects into his eye; the horrendous procedure kills the
“addict” (Kane 6) and closes both the scene and one infernal circle of depravity. Scene 2 opens
another circle of vice. As “a cricket match [is] in progress on the other side of the fence,” Carl and
Rod speak of love “on the college green just inside the perimeter fence of the university” (Kane 3,
o.s.d.).19 Their homosexual relationship now concerns exclusively half-vows, including the pledge to
lay down one’s life for the other, and a failed ring exchange complementing Carl’s unreciprocated
verbal commitment to Rod.20 Scene 2 closes with a doubly indented stage direction, “They kiss.
Tinker is watching” (Kane 6), whose second line recurs, with one exception,21 to signal moments of
unpermitted conduct. “Tinker is watching”: Nineteen-year-old Robin, whom Grace teaches writing,
confesses his infatuation with her (Kane 20, Scene 7, s.d.); 22 Rod reassures Carl regarding the latter’s
lapse in love in Scene 4 (Kane 23, Scene 8, s.d.); Carl dances for Rod (Kane 30, Scene 13, s.d.); Carl
and Rod make love, Rod says his vows before climaxing and they “go to sleep wrapped around each
other” (Kane 35, Scene 16, s.d.). Tinker virtually embodies the disciplining surveillance dispositif 23 of
the panopticon (Foucault, Discipline and Punish 195–228): he is the omnipresent overseer
(translating the Greek episcopos, “bishop”), the all-seeing God—in Ex Machina self-enabled
technologically, like Orwell’s Big Brother—ready to punish criminality.
What Tinker represents in the play’s moral economy transpires from Scene 4, set in “[t]he Red
Room—the university sports hall” (Kane 10, o.s.d.1). “Carl is being heavily beaten by an unseen
group of men” under whose sonorous blows his “body reacts as if he has received the blow” (Kane
10, o.s.d.2–4). The battery stops and resumes “methodically” (Kane 10, s.d.) until Carl falls
17

Miscegenation is suggested by the Africans present and by chaotic human–animal congress, unlike on the
left panel (the Garden of Eden), with its geometry of species “purity” and virtually no cross-species interaction.
18
Henceforth respectively s.d., o.s.d. and c.s.d. (closing stage direction), followed by line number if
appropriate.
19
The setting highlights the inside/outside logic of this universe and likens the university’s topography to
Dante’s inferno.
20
Scene 4 exposes Carl’s commitment as insubstantial.
21
In Scene 17, “the chair is pulled from under Robin” (Kane 38, s.d.) and the boy dies hanged, punished for his
romantic love.
22
Yet the first one who watches Grace and Robin is her revenant sibling: “Graham is watching” (Kane 17,
o.s.d.5). When the Voices beat Grace, the stage direction adds about Graham, “in distress” (Kane 24, Scene 10,
o.s.d.6).
23
Foucault’s dispositif “designate[s] a configuration or arrangement of elements and forces, practices and
discourses, power and knowledge, that is both strategic and technical” (Psychiatric Power xxiii).
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unconscious. Tinker orders: “Don’t kill him. / Save him” (Kane 10). Nominally, he equivocates
between clemency and renewed efforts at redeeming Carl from sin by disciplining and normalizing
the homosexual confined in the prison-house of heteronormativity. Saving requires a symbolic
crucifixion for sexual infamy: impaling with a pole thrust up the victim’s anus, which the sadistic
Tinker envisages reaching up to Carl’s right shoulder (Kane 10). Tinker’s torture of Carl—Kane’s
polemical rewriting of the Crucifixion—remediates on stage Bosch’s musical hell,24 itself a
remediation of the pastoral on afterlife fiery expiation of sins. Aimed to extract Carl’s confession
about stigmatized homosexuality (Kane 11),25 the torture also indicates Tinker’s vexing God position.
During his punitive torture Carl cries out to “Christ,” “Jesus” and “God” (Kane 11), begging for
clemency. The script deliberately equivocates typographically to render Tinker the invocation’s
target, culminating with “Please don’t fucking kill me God,” bawled before Carl offers Rod to die in
his stead (Kane 11). Rod falls nearby from a great height (Kane 11, s.d.), deus ex machina, to Carl’s
remorseful surprise. This is when Tinker cuts off Carl’s tongue “with a large pair of scissors” (Kane
12, s.d.). What does Tinker punish: Carl’s insubstantial vows early, his refusal to confess now, or his
ecstatic delight during intercourse? 26 Dismayed to have watched their coupling, in Scene 16 Tinker
extricates Rod from his crippled lover and requests the former to choose between his own life and
Carl’s (Kane 35). True to his recent promise (Kane 35), Rod insists: “Me. Not Carl. Me” (Kane 35).
Tinker obligingly cuts Rod’s throat (Kane 35, s.d.) and orders his body burnt (Kane 36), just as
Graham’s was (Kane 6), symbolic of the Christian fate of sinners—in Pathology, too. Tinker’s fiendish
character, modelled on Yahweh’s, savagely suppresses criminalized sexuality.
The scene of Carl’s battery also starts forging the play’s grim relationship with two intertextually
related scenes of gory silencing. Tongue-severing will prevent Lavinia (in Shakespeare’s Titus
Andronicus)27—explicitly on the model of Philomela (in Ovid’s Metamorphoses)28—from divulging
her abusers. Having learnt their lesson from Ovid’s text, Lavinia’s rapists sever her hands too, to
foreclose the possibility of alternative, non-verbal communication through weaving the rape story,
Philomela-fashion.29 As in Shakespeare, so in Kane. On noticing that tongue-less Carl writes in the
mud, like Lavinia (and Ovid’s Io), asking for Rod’s forgiveness, Tinker chops off his hands (Kane 23,
Scene 8, s.d.); on watching Carl’s frenzied love dance, Tinker “cuts off his feet” (Kane 30, Scene 13,
s.d.); on watching the consummation of homosexual love, Tinker permits Rod to choose to die in
Carl’s stead (Kane 35, Scene 16). Tinker learns progressively how to stop, but cannot prevent, erotic
communication.
Likewise, Grace’s love for her dead brother, Graham, now a revenant-like character, or rather her
alter ego (Kane 20),30 leads to erotically charged moments (Scene 5) and Grace’s sore punishment.
First, she is beaten by the invisible Voices (Scene 10) also responsible for Carl’s battery in the same
24

Torture inflicted with musical instruments includes thrusting a flute up a man’s anus, off-centre on Bosch’s
right panel.
25
The scene demonstrates that confession is a frontier of Christianity’s general truth regime (Foucault,
Government of the Living 102–3), here concerning Christianity’s own homophobia.
26
Tinker mocks Carl: “Rodney Rodney split me in half” (Kane 11).
27
Prompted by Aaron (TA 2.1.104–31), later explicitly along the Ovidian lines (2.3.37–45), Chiron and
Demetrius rape Lavinia in the forest.
28
Tereus rapes Philomela (Met. 6.523–4); since she threatens to expose his crime (6.544–8), he severs her
tongue with the pincers (6.556–7), rapes her again and abandons her confined in the forest hut.
29
Despite her disabling mutilation, Lavinia nevertheless “speaks”: she reaches with her stumps for her
nephew’s copy of Ovid’s Metamorphoses, to indicate the Philomela story (TA 4.1.47–53); then, taught by her
uncle, Marcus, how to write on the sand with his staff held in her mouth, Lavinia scratches: “Stuprum. Chiron.
Demetrius” (4.1.78). Stuprum names both “dishonour, shame” and “illicit sexual intercourse in any form
(whether forced or not)” (OLD, s.v. “stuprum”).
30
“Grace suffers from an extended imaginary identification with her brother,” whom she “mirrors” corporeally
and sartorially “in the hope to eventually unite with him” (de Vos 125).
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Red Room (Scene 4), insulted, and eventually raped by a Voice (Kane 26, s.d.),31 under Graham’s
compassionate gaze. Later, in the “White Room – the university sanatorium” (Kane 6, o.s.d.) where
she first encountered Tinker and was (mis)treated as a patient, Grace complains, “My balls hurt”
(Kane 28, Scene 12), which adumbrates her surgically induced metamorphosis into Graham in Scene
18. Yet the Voices tease, in Scene 12: “Frazzle it (out)” or “Burn it out” (Kane 29). Tinker applies
electroshocks to Grace (Kane 29, c.s.d.2–4), until the “tiny shaft of light coming through a crack in
the ceiling” (Kane 28, o.s.d.2–3) “grows bigger and bigger” and “engulfs them all” (Kane 29, c.s.d.5).
The “blinding” (Kane 29, c.s.d.6) effect of the electroshock therapy which burns out Grace’s brain
(Kane 29, c.s.d.3–4) to “cure” her of her incestuous love remediates polemically the light
representing, in the religious iconography of Luke’s Annunciation episode, the descent of the Holy
Spirit upon the Virgin Mary (Lk. 1.35). Yet Grace’s love is pure and flowers,32 for she commits herself
to the one consubstantial with her (in a secular, non-dogmatic sense), her brother/alter ego, until
complete identification/transubstantiation: Tinker has obligingly enabled Grace to become fe/male –
Graham (Kane 38–9, Scene 18).33 Her excruciatingly painful (Kane 39) castration—Grace’s breasts are
severed and her vulva is sewn up (Kane 38, o.p.s.2–4) 34—entwines St. Agatha’s martyrdom and the
ancient siren’s coerced Christian metamorphosis from hybrid/bird to hybrid/fish (to signify the
incrimination of female sexuality).
Tinker embodies, therefore, the exterminating God of concentration camps, who judges and
punishes sexual deviance, alongside drug-addiction. He exercises his sovereign power of life and
death—through drugs/medication, electroshocks, battery, mutilation and killing—in order to
“normalize” deviance and create a homogeneous universe/university, or at least to separate light
from darkness, like Yahweh. Yet Kane’s polemic against contemporary outbursts of intolerance runs
deeper. Like Ex Machina’s Nathan, Tinker is but a God with feet of clay, thus revealed—since Scene
5—in the peep-show episodes appositely set in “[t]he Black Room – the showers in the university
sports hall converted into peep-show booths” (Kane 15, o.s.d.1–2). In this camera obscura of
obscure(d) passions, Tinker masturbates whilst watching the Woman dancing (Kane 15, o.s.d.9–10;
Kane 30, o.s.d.6). The mighty overseer of vice and its correction is not even sexually self-sufficient:
the Woman becomes the supplement (in Derrida’s sense) and later his “straight” sex toy, and selfappointed lover (Scene 19). Ironically, the bathetic revelation—redolent of the Wizard of Oz35—
renders Tinker both “a common man” 36 and a common chauvinist, the unreliable saviour of “lost”
women37 whom he nevertheless chastises and abuses sexually (Kane 31, Scene 14). In the peepshow booth, Tinker reflects the monstrous sexuality/sensuality which Stevenson’s Dr. Jekyll
expunges from himself, with the aid of the potion, as Mr. Hyde. Kane’s sex-straightening god
“attempts to make an absolute division between the respectable and the disreputable, the righteous

31

The Voices that aid Tinker to straighten up the sexually deviant may substantiate theatrically the voice of the
super-ego. However, they also recall the Wizard of Oz as himself “a Voice seeming to come from somewhere
near the top of the great dome” (Baum 181–2)—a fundamental church structure—saying “solemnly: ‘I am Oz,
the Great and Terrible’” (Baum 182), in Yahweh’s self-introduction formula: “God of gods and Lord of lords,
the great God, mighty and awesome” (Deut 10.17). In either case the Voices act as terrorising invisible gods.
32
Hence the magic realism of the flowers bursting through the floor in affectionate scenes between Grace and
Graham (Kane 14, s.d.; 27, s.d.).
33
See also the speech-headings of the final scene: Grace/Graham (Kane 43–4, Scene 20).
34
Carl, also castrated, lies unconscious next to Grace in the White Room (Kane 38, o.s.d.5–6).
35
Uncovered as a mere technician of miracle-working (Baum 183–4), the wizard confesses he is a “humbug”
(Baum 184).
36
The “wizard’s” apologetic self-description (Baum 184).
37
“Grace” (the peep-show Woman) asks Tinker to “save” her (Kane 24). He tells a beaten and raped Grace:
“I’m here to save you” (Kane 27)—the same as he “saved” Carl through battery (Kane 10). Originally, though,
when Grace insisted to remain so as to find her brother, Tinker warned her: “I can’t protect you” (8).
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and the libertine, the social and the sensual/sexual. But he fails” (Mighall xxv). Ironically, Robert
Mighall describes Dr. Jekyll, not Tinker—interchangeable though they are as power-wielders.
Tinker is the perverse moralist who corrects and disciplines everyone else whose
sexuality/sensuality fails to comply with the imperatives of Christian/bourgeois heteronormativity in
the claustrophobic university-cum-concentration camp for the sexually deviant and drug-addicts. His
recourse to torture (and botched surgery) is redolent of texts and practices in European history that
reek of homophobic intolerance. Although he oscillates between presenting himself as a doctor
(Kane 16) and negating it (1; 39), he doctors society ruthlessly. What happens when physicians take
a like interest in eradicating vice, as in Marc Schölermann’s film Pathology?
Pathology: The Psychopathic God-Figure
Schölermann’s Pathology appears to exalt its namesake medical branch, and in particular
autopsy, at a time when the latter may be heading towards extinction (van den Tweel and Wittekind
75). The film’s pathology residents perform forensic autopsy with (excessive) gusto.
Notwithstanding, the medical setting frames ethical, not scientific, concerns. Unlike Tinker,
Schölermann’s protagonists aim to exploit, not eradicate, vice, if, like Tinker, by being immersed in
it.
A brief medical detour will illuminate the medical trappings of the film’s ethical conundrum.
Autopsy can be either medical or forensic (aka medico-legal). The latter most often belongs with the
proceedings for the investigation of suspicious death, whether accidental, caused by murder,
through suicide, or through malpraxis (Eriksson 153). The historically older medical autopsy has
changed its purpose from broadly establishing the cause of death to issues of quality assurance in
the antemortem medical act (van den Tweel and Wittekind 75; Dehner 94). Now largely abandoned
save in academic medical centres, yet in decline even there (Dehner 94), the medical autopsy serves
the purposes of medical education such as by “delivering cases for problem-based learning for
students” (van den Tweel and Wittekind 75).
Precisely problem-based learning through autopsy furnishes the setting of Pathology. An elderly
professor, Dr. Quentin Morris (John de Lancia), extols autopsy as “a window to God” (Pathology
00:05:12), the via regis to God-like knowledge of life and death. Slightly before, on introducing the
young intern Ted Grey (Milo Ventimiglia) to Pathology Room 1, fellow resident Ben Stravinsky (Keir
O’Donnell) whispers to him: “some of these guys, last year, they decided that . . . they’re gonna be
God’s gift to this place” (00:04:46–00:04:52). The word God is uttered twice within thirty seconds, by
two characters. What has God to do with pathology? Dr. Jake Gallo (Michael Weston), a pathology
resident, elides autopsy with honing medical skills in an entertaining game (00:26:26–00:26:31)
professedly devised for “the intellectual challenge” (00:27:25–00:27:26) to his coterie of fellow
residents. Yet, whereas Dr. Gregory House (Hugh Laurie), the brilliant diagnostic expert of the House
M.D. series (2004–2012), is callously driven by an abstract, detective interest—akin to Sherlock
Holmes’s—in cases, not in the patients, the Gallo team members not only flout deontology and
hospital regulations, like House, but, unlike him, kill people to furnish their own object of forensic
examination (of the modus operandi).
The perverse pathologists choose their victims from amongst the destitute, who, neglected by
society, cannot be missed; their absence cannot therefore incriminate the team. Such choice
allegedly cleanses society of its undeserving members (Pathology 00:26:47–00:27:00), e.g.,
drunkards, prostitutes, and child or wife abusers. However, the victims of the forensic game soon
gain social lustre. In a vicious retaliation circle, first Jake’s girlfriend, Dr. Juliette Bath (Lauren Lee
Smith), then Ted’s fiancée, law graduate Gwendolyn Williamson (Alyssa Milano), and finally Dr. Jake
Gallo himself end up on the autopsy table. Jake kills Juliette to punish her infidelity with Ted, and
Gwen to retaliate on Ted for the lethal trap set to the team. Aided by Stravinsky, Ted vivisects Jake
to give him a taste of Gwen’s death, yet also as the finishing touch in outsmarting his rival (whom he
has deceived with the doctored autopsy report on Gwen). From pathologists, Schölermann’s doctors
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turn out to be psychopaths who vie with each other for committing the perfect murder on innocent
victims, or even for removing their rival, in a God-game of knowledge, professional pride, power and
judgement/punishment.
If Pathology centres on deciding (and engineering) the expiation of (alleged) guilt under a forensic
guise, where death decontextualizes St. Paul’s “the wages of sin is death” (Rom 6.23), who is/are the
God-figure(s)? Jake fully qualifies, adept as he is at the removal of “irredeemable filth” (Pathology
00:26:54) and at retaliation. Yet, when Ted blasts the Gallo team dead for their murderous game and
later vivisects Jake, he too plays at God, or at least at the human judge, through supererogation, in
the general sense of “do[ing] more than is required or necessary” (Oxford Dictionary online, s.v.
“supererogation”).38 Having bitten from the fruit of the knowledge of good and evil (Gen 2.17, 3.5–
3.6) through bloodshed,39 Ted, a modern—and pathologized—Adam now contritely tries to stop the
propagation of evil-doing.
The film opens a meta-discursive window to the complex meaning of pathology itself.
“Pathology” names “the science of the causes and effects of diseases, especially the branch of
medicine that deals with the laboratory examination of samples of body tissue for diagnostic or
forensic purposes”; it denotes “pathological features considered collectively” (i.e., “the typical
behaviour of a disease”) and a “pathological condition,” but also connotes any “mental, social, or
linguistic abnormality or malfunction” (Oxford Dictionary online, s.v. “pathology”). Not so much the
medical as the social dimension of pathology concerns Schölermann’s film: psychopathy. The
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) classifies psychopathy as an
antisocial personality disorder which belongs with disruptive, impulse-control, and conduct
disorders. The antisocial personality disorder (DSM-5, 659–63) evinces a “pervasive pattern of
disregard for, and violation of, the rights of others,” with deceit and manipulation as its central
features (659). Its distinguishing characteristics, however, are callousness and lack of empathy,
“inflated and arrogant self-appraisal” and “a glib, superficial charm” (DSM-5 660). Individuals
suffering from it may have associated disorders, including substance use disorder and “other
disorders of impulse control,” whilst their personality features “meet criteria for other personality
disorders, particularly borderline, histrionic, and narcissistic personality disorders” (DSM-5 661).
Whether one interprets Schölermann’s Pathology as an unpalatable (medical) film noir, a gory
filmic exercise in sado-masochism or a covert moralist film disguised as a thriller, it epitomizes much
of the above medical description. Through their homicidal abuse of science, the residents arrogate
to themselves the divine power to judge and punish, i.e., the power of life and death exercised to
cleanse the world, in a forensic game-cum-contest of wits which deviously celebrates medical
knowledge qua ingenuity to kill and/or identify the modus operandi. Nonetheless, the film
consistently, if implicitly, moralizes its protagonists’ pathology: Dr. Griffin Cavanaugh (Johnny
Whitworth) is the archetypal methamphetamine smoker; Juliette also smokes meth; even Ted
shares Griffin’s pipe in the old morgue when he has brought his victim’s cadaver.40 The homicidal
doctors fully perform their social deviancy, for alcohol- and drug-addiction also associates with
sexual overstimulation, hence their disinhibited performance of wild sex41 (00:49:35–00:49:40,
38

In strict Roman Catholic doctrinal terms, supererogation means “do[ing] more than what God requires or
commands, thereby earning merit for others” (Oxford Dictionary online).
39
Ted aids Juliette to commit the perfect murder before taking his own turn in the game. Revulsion at the
team’s deeds only grips him after he watches Jake’s homicidal frenzy vis-à-vis the three prostitutes.
40
On drug-addiction from a therapeutic perspective, see Blume (chs. 1–3). Epidemiological research which
concerns the period covered by Pathology (2008) suggests that “probably 10 to 20% of the population of the
United States may have problems related to substance use” (Blume 2); although alcohol, tobacco and
marijuana are “the most widely abused substances . . . , the typical pattern is for a person to abuse more than
one substance at a time” (Blume 2).
41
Sexual intercourse in the mortuary occurs, for instance, after the forensic autopsy of the cadaver brought by
Juliette (Pathology 00:42:41–00:43:47). The fast cuts (00:49:12–00:49:40) from bar dancing, as well as drug
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00:50:07–00:50:14, 00:50:47–00:51:12, 00:55:43–00:57:0942) in the old octagonal morgue
during/after the forensic autopsy of their victims. Predictably, Ted’s twofold induction into the
deadly game is marked by alcohol consumption. First, Ted is invited/challenged to participate in the
game whilst at the Fourteen Stones bar (00:14:05), over a round of beers and then another of shots.
(During the event, the two female doctors, Juliette Bath and Catherine Ivy, engage homoerotically.)
On that occasion, Jake invites Ted to go out together the following night, and the film cuts to show
the two doctors drinking and driving to the house of Jake’s black victim—yet the latter will be
subsequently lampooned for dissipation. By confiding dark details of her childhood to him, Juliette
blackmails Ted emotionally to help her to procure the team’s next case: as a child, Juliette was
abused by her father (00:41:03–00:42:28), whom they now offer marijuana “on prescription” and
promise further drug dispensation. Either Juliette has deceived Ted about the identity of the fat
man—allegedly an alcohol- and drug-addict with a paedophile inclination—or Jake does the next
day, when he purportedly restores the truth about Juliette’s father, a rich banker (00:48:18–
00:48:38). Be that as it may,43 through her story Juliette offers Ted the “bite” of the forbidden fruit
of the knowledge of good and evil, compounded by literally misplaced sex (00:46:10–00:46:43): after
murdering the man they have sex, before the dead victim’s eyes, in a grim remediation of the
Cristian exegesis of the Temptation and Expulsion outcome, i.e., sexuality.
What Pathology, like Cleansed, demonstrates is that
human beings live with moralities of various kinds, and possess and adopt various moral frameworks
(e.g. religious, civil, personal, emotional, etc., not to mention their intersections and intertwining)
which they engage and disengage both intentionally and unintentionally, in a strict interplay between
morality and violence. There are also private moralities and habits—perceived as fully moral by the
agents themselves, which we can call pseudo-moralities if we compare them to the translucency of
the modern moral frameworks . . . (Kantian, utilitarian, religious, ethics of virtues, feminist ethics, and
44
so on). (Magnani 184, original emphasis)

Precisely Lorenzo Magnani’s notion of pseudo-morality describes Pathology’s psychopaths’
“morality”-driven violence, especially Jake’s, against those deemed irredeemably vicious. Like all
criminal psychopaths, Jake “display[s] a lack of our morality: the ethicocentric 45 morality of a civil,
cultivated observer” (Magnani 185, original emphasis). Whatever conflicts with Jake’s (or Tinker’s)
rigid personal morality—even where the violent psychopath himself may be displaying comparably
immoral conduct—activates his “morality” of killing (or punishing). Notions of deserving punishment
reign supreme, however, not only in the case of individual criminal psychopaths like the fictional
Jake Gallo (and his team) and Tinker. Rather, they structure Christianity’s retributive thinking.
The location of the disused morgue where the residents perform clandestine autopsies may
unravel the socio-ethical stakes of Schölermann’s medical dystopia. Located in the basement and
consumption and homoeroticism, to autopsying and erotic sado-masochism (00:49:35), also suggest the
intertwining of drug- and alcohol-addiction and pathology (as both autopsy and the residents’ psychopathy).
Quite tellingly, the suggestions produced by the film editing, in this case, tally with the medical description of
substance-related psychiatric disorders. All excessive consumption of drugs activates the brain reward
system—responsible for behaviour reinforcement and memories production—directly (as opposed to through
adaptive behaviours), thus producing feelings of pleasure, detrimental, nevertheless, to normal activities,
which are neglected (DSM-5 481).
42
In this last case, the film fast-cuts from Jake and Juliette’s sado-masochist sex in the mortuary to Ted and
Gwen’s respectably bourgeois sex at her father’s residence.
43
When subsequently Ted confronts Juliette (in the bar)—“Who was he?”—she answers tongue-in-cheek
“Anyone” (Pathology 00:48:52–00:49:00).
44
On a critical historicization of the philosophy of evil, see Magnani (ch. 5, esp. 180–4).
45
“Analogously to ethnocentrism, ethicocentrism is the tendency to believe that one’s ethical framework is
centrally important, and the correct meter to measure all other moralities” (Magnani 185, n. 12).
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accessible only through a long, dimly lit corridor maze, the former hospital mortuary is virtually a
dungeon; unsurprisingly, Ted’s earliest visit depicts a descensus ad inferos. (By contrast, the upstairs
pathology rooms are brightly lit laboratories.) Appropriately, the earliest tenants in the dungeonmorgue are the allegedly undeserving individuals, one of whom ends up in hell/incinerator fire
(00:50:00–00:50:06). Beyond the religious register, the place stands for the dark unconscious
seething with unwholesome drives—Mr. Hyde peeking through, after Dr. Jekyll has swallowed up his
potion46 in a scientific God-game.47 Dr. Gallo participates nominally too in this dark symbolism, for
his first name has more than one resounding cultural ring to it. Jake as Dr. Ja-kyll concealing Mr.
Hyde kills three prostitutes, in pure Jack-the-Ripper fashion48 (hence also the homonymy Jake/Jack),
to vent his bloodlust disguised as moral righteousness. Committed after Dr. Morris’s party, the latter
triple murder is but a pretext to invite Ted at midnight to the morgue, subsequently named the
dungeon,49 to watch Jake’s drunk, orgiastic raving over the prostitutes’ cadavers. On the occasion,
Ted is lectured on his and Jake’s fundamental consubstantiality as killers (Pathology 01:04:00–
01:05:45). No autopsy ensues. Jake vents his contempt for the murder victims, one of whom he
disembowelled (probably alive) to boast scientific but especially masculine (and morally righteous)
power-over. Indeed, there is a blatant difference between these three murder victims and
Stevenson’s. Not Pathology’s “scum of the earth” does Edward Hyde kill, with an atavistic “ape-like
fury” (Stevenson 22), but MP Sir Danvers Carew. By contrast, the serial killer Jack the Ripper, Hyde’s
actual replica in 1888 (Mighall, “Diagnosing Jekyll” 157), lurks at night in the corners of Whitechapel,
in London’s East End, to murder prostitutes and eviscerate them with anatomical precision.
English now uses the phrase “Jekyll-and-Hyde personality” to describe “someone who lives a
double-life of outward sanctity and secret iniquity” (Mighall, Introduction ix) – such as Pathology’s
doctors. In Schölermann’s film, the very chronology and spatial juxtaposition of autoptic activities
suggests this lethal duplicity. That Pathology does not capitalize on Grand Guignol graphic scenes,
but highlights the residents’ debauchery and alcohol- and drug-addiction, is quite revealing for the
persistent moralization bias of western society. The film’s title evokes the pathology laboratory as a
mere pretext to autopsy, the social pathology of the doctors working there and to decry their “Jekylland-Hyde personality”—perhaps not just theirs—thus forged by obnoxious addictions.
Conclusion
“Sex is worth dying for” (Foucault, History of Sexuality 1, 156), Cleansed, Ex Machina and
Pathology suggest, if in dissimilar terms. As Rob’s death and Grace’s and Carl’s mutilation, in
Cleansed, indicate, “exchang[ing] life in its entirety for sex itself, for the truth and the sovereignty of
sex” (Foucault 156) may be a worthwhile channelling of cathectic energy. Defending one’s right to
libidinal cathexis and sexual choice is paramount when confronted with an overall normative regime
espoused and perversely reinforced by bathetic histrions like Tinker, with their God-play. Indeed,
sexual choice may lead to baffling sexual acts that challenge crucial distinctions (e.g.,
human/machine), as in Ex Machina, without also transcending the patriarchal subordination of
46

Theories of the subconscious influenced Jekyll and Hyde, as Stevenson’s wife Fanny recalled much later (qtd.
in Mighall, “Diagnosing Jekyll” 145). See Mighall on “the psychiatric, criminological and sexological literature of
the late-Victorian period” (146) which primed Stevenson’s “psychological” speculations.
47
Unlike in Shelley’s Frankenstein (1818), the first science fiction novel, in Stevenson’s Jekyll and Hyde (1886)
the scientific God-game is self-aimed. See Mighall’s (ix–xvii) introduction to the Gothic tradition within which
Stevenson wrote Jekyll and Hyde, “The Body Snatcher” (1884) and “Ollala” (1885), responsive to his
contemporaries’ concern with “social hygiene” or mental pathology (Mighall, Introduction xiii).
48
Reviewing the contemporary media’s psycho-social and moral portrayal of Jack the Ripper, Mighall observes
the shift “[f]rom atavistic thug [like Hyde] to respectable individual, and then to a member of the medical
profession [like Jekyll]: Jack’s metamorphosis reverses Jekyll’s” (“Diagnosing Jekyll” 160).
49
The term appears only once in the film: Ted (Pathology 01:08:05) explains to Juliette where Jake had
summoned him to show him the three murdered prostitutes.
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women to men’s discretion or sexual pleasure. However, neither sexual choice, nor sexual acts, do
characters in Ex Machina and Pathology die from, nor even drug overdose, like Kane’s Graham, or
alcohol-addiction, as Nathan does symbolically. In Ex Machina, Nathan dies from misplaced pride
and self-confidence, Lucifer’s hubris; in Pathology, innocent victims and pathologists alike die
because of sheer violent insanity of doctors who indulge in God-play. Religious-moral imperatives
frame all three works in their exploration of the contemporary gratification-permissiveness. Deeper
still, all three works vent anxieties about the duplicity of the human psyche, the hinge between a
normative society and deeply personal drives and pleasures. What hides deep within, like
Stevenson’s Mr. Hyde artificially released in embodied form for the sake of upright moral
appearances, may (not) need drugs or alcohol to surface, but perhaps just a constrictive societal
regimen to impose spurious inner/outer or acceptable/inacceptable boundaries. It may turn out to
be not a sexual “deviant” or substance-addict, but a sadistic Deus tyrannus.
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